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Control Strategies for Integration of Electric
Motor Assist and Functional Electrical Stimulation
in Paraplegic Cycling: Utility for Exercise
Testing and Mobile Cycling
Kenneth J. Hunt, Member, IEEE, Barry Stone, Nils-Otto Negård, Thomas Schauer, Matthew H. Fraser,
Andrew J. Cathcart, Chiara Ferrario, Susan A. Ward, and Stan Grant

Abstract—Aim: The aim of this study was to investigate feedback control strategies for integration of electric motor assist and
functional electrical stimulation (FES) for paraplegic cycling, with
particular focus on development of a testbed for exercise testing
in FES cycling, in which both cycling cadence and workrate are
simultaneously well controlled and contemporary physiological
measures of exercise performance derived. A second aim was
to investigate the possible benefits of the approach for mobile,
recreational cycling.
Methods: A recumbent tricycle with an auxiliary electric motor
is used, which is adapted for paraplegic users, and instrumented
for stimulation control. We propose a novel integrated control
strategy which simultaneously provides feedback control of leg
power output (via automatic adjustment of stimulation intensity)
and cycling cadence (via electric motor control). Both loops are
designed using system identification and analytical (model-based)
feedback design methods. Ventilatory and pulmonary gas exchange response profiles are derived using a portable system for
real-time breath-by-breath acquisition.
Results: We provide indicative results from one paraplegic subject in which a series of feedback-control tests illustrate accurate
control of cycling cadence, leg power control, and external disturbance rejection. We also provide physiological response profiles
from a submaximal exercise step test and a maximal incremental
exercise test, as facilitated by the control strategy.
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Conclusion: The integrated control strategy is effective in facilitating exercise testing under conditions of well-controlled cadence
and power output. Our control approach significantly extends the
achievable workrate range and enhances exercise-test sensitivity
for FES cycling, thus allowing a more stringent characterization
of physiological response profiles and estimation of key parameters
of aerobic function. We further conclude that the control approach
can significantly improve the overall performance of mobile recreational cycling.
Index Terms—Cardiopulmonary exercise testing, control systems, functional electrical stimulation (FES), lower limb cycling,
spinal-cord injury (SCI) rehabilitation.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Background

L

OWER limb cycling by means of functional electrical
stimulation (FES) of the paralyzed leg-actuating muscles
of paraplegic and tetraplegic subjects has been previously
described, with systems for both stationary ergometry and for
mobile outdoor cycling being available [1]–[6]. A range of
studies that examined the potential therapeutic and medical
benefits of FES cycling exercise have recently been surveyed
[7]. A key finding is that regular FES cycling exercise can lead
to improved cardiopulmonary fitness, with a corresponding
reduction in the likelihood of cardiovascular disease and
improvements in general health. These benefits may help to
reduce the general and wide-ranging effects of the secondary
complications which often attend spinal-cord injury (SCI).
B. Exercise Testing and Cardiopulmonary Fitness
Most previous studies focusing on the effect of FES cycling
exercise on cardiopulmonary fitness have utilized stationary
FES cycling ergometers. However, with such devices, the
exercise workrate and cycling cadence variables are not always
well controlled. This is because, typically, the control algorithm
initially attempts to maintain cadence at 50 r/min but, as fatigue
develops and the stimulation level reaches its maximum value,
the cadence is allowed to drop as low as 35 r/min before the
resistive load is reduced in an attempt to increase cadence.
Moreover, technical limitations mean that the smallest workrate
increment available on these devices is limited to 6 W, with a
full workrate range typically of 0–42 W [25]. For many SCI
subjects, the magnitude of this increment will be a substantial
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fraction of their maximal exercise capacity. The discriminatory
power of exercise testing for cardiopulmonary and metabolic
assessment is, thus, compromised, both for estimation of parameters of peak performance and also for submaximal kinetic
descriptions. This is a consequence of 1) the breath-to-breath
“noise” characteristic of gas exchange responses in awake
human subjects, imposing a low signal-to-noise ratio [8] and 2)
the limited workrate range constraining the number of discrete
workrate increments that can be imposed incrementally [9],
thus impairing the ability to define accurately the magnitude of
any change in functional status within and between subjects.
As workrate for cycle ergometry is given by the product of
angular velocity and resistive torque, the operating point of the
exercise depends on both of these variables, as can the efficiency
of the exercise. For example, variations in cadence at a given
workrate can influence the oxygen cost of the task, reflecting
the energetic cost of moving the mass of the legs [10] and the
muscle fiber-type recruitment profile of the exercising muscles
[11]. Thus, it is crucial that both cadence and load are well controlled. Failure to do so would represent a serious methodological weakness in FES exercise testing studies.
It is of considerable interest that Theisen et al. [12] recently
proposed an FES cycling system in which cadence is regulated
by feedback control of an electric motor, but stimulation intensity is kept constant, thus allowing power output to vary. One
aim of the present investigation is, therefore, to develop a testbed
for exercise testing in FES cycling, in which both cycling cadence and workrate are simultaneously well controlled, and in a
manner that optimizes the ability to undertake accurate characterization of cardiopulmonary system response dynamics during
the exercise. We achieve this using a recumbent tricycle with
auxiliary electric motor, as described in the sequel.

low power levels which can be sustained by the legs alone, exacerbated by the tendency of stimulated muscle to fatigue. In our
own pilot study [6], we have found that the subjects can sustain power levels of 18–21 W for periods of up to 1 h (usually
with two rest periods separating three individual cycling bouts
of 20 min each). This performance is achieved with a relatively
low-intensity training regime, consisting of only one cycling
session per week. Others have reported power outputs for stationary cycle ergometry. Eser and Donaldson [14] achieved average power outputs of up to 26 W, resulting from three weekly
sessions of 30 min each. Petrofsky and Stacy [15] described
more impressive results, with all of their eight subjects producing at least 55 W for 30 min (approximately equivalent to
traveling 7 km) after 24 weeks of training (however, the training
frequency was not reported).
While power outputs of this magnitude are sufficient to propel
a tricycle on the flat for short periods, difficulty will be experienced when faced with wind resistance and upward slopes. In
addition, during the initial phases of FES cycle training, power
levels are likely to be much lower than those indicated above,
and may be insufficient for propulsion.
Thus, electric-motor assist is important in mobile cycling for
the following reasons:
1) overall power output can be greatly increased;
2) significant disturbances can be overcome (e.g., wind resistance and slope);
3) loss of power due to muscle weakness or fatigue can be
compensated for;
4) leg-cycling motion can be maintained even at very low
leg power levels;
5) overall range of cycling operation can be increased.
D. Contribution

C. Mobile Recreational Cycling
Several groups have described mobile FES cycles [1], [3], [4],
[13]. Unfortunately, very little data reporting testing of these
mobile devices with paraplegic subjects, or usage outside of laboratory conditions, have been published, and it is, therefore, difficult to assess their utility. We note that the systems described
by Pons et al. [3] and Gföhler et al. [4] both included an auxiliary electric motor. In both cases, the motor is manually controlled in a feedforward manner.
In our pilot work [5], [6], we used adapted recumbent tricycles (see the following) with a low center of gravity which allows stable and independent transport without being difficult for
transfer from a wheelchair. Data are reported in [6] for long-term
usage by three complete-lesion paraplegic subjects, including
results from outside cycling on a sports track. Thus, we have
identified the potential for the recreational use of FES cycling.
A second aim of the present work is to extend the scope of mobile FES cycling by utilizing an electric motor within the overall
system, and by developing an integrated strategy for feedback
control of cycling cadence and leg power. There are a number
of reasons for considering the addition of electric-motor assist
for mobile FES cycling. A principal motivation is the relatively

The integrated feedback-control strategy for FES cycling
described in the sequel was designed to address the two
key aims described previously: 1) to provide conditions of
well-controlled cadence and workrate commensurate with the
requirements of rigorous cardiopulmonary exercise testing; and
2) to significantly extend the overall performance capabilities
of mobile recreational cycling.
A recumbent tricycle with auxiliary electric motor is used,
which is adapted for paraplegic users and instrumented for
stimulation control. The focus here is on the engineering
development and testing of feedback control strategies which
combine the motor power with the stimulation-induced leg
power. We propose a novel integrated control strategy which
simultaneously provides feedback control of leg power output
(via automatic adjustment of stimulation intensity) and cycling
cadence (via electric motor control). Our approach employs
system identification and analytical (model-based) feedback
design methods. For exercise testing, cardiopulmonary monitoring is carried out using real-time, breath-by-breath gas
exchange measurements. The control strategy has been tested
in experiments with both intact and complete-lesion paraplegic
subjects. In this paper, we provide indicative data from one
paraplegic subject.
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(a)

Fig. 1. Recumbent tricycle mounted on a trainer; subject connected to portable
breath-by-breath gas exchange system.

(b)
Fig. 2. Arrangement of the cranks and the torque/power and position sensors.
(a) Shaft encoder and left crank arrangement, together with ankle orthoses. (b)
Right crank with torque/power measurement sensor.

II. METHODS: APPARATUS AND SUBJECTS
A. Apparatus
The cycle used in this study is a standard recumbent tricycle1
which has been adapted for use by paraplegic cyclists, in conjunction with FES of the paralyzed muscles of the lower limbs
(see Fig. 1). The primary mechanical alteration is the addition of
customized ankle orthoses which are fixed to the pedals. These
stabilize the ankle joints and constrain the legs to motion in the
sagittal plane.
In addition to voluntary or FES-induced leg power, the system
can be assisted by an electric motor, which is mounted behind
the seat. Two battery packs are mounted on each side of the
motor. The motor is directly connected through gearing to the
drive wheel of the tricycle (the rear wheel), and is also directly
coupled to the cranks at the front of the tricycle. Thus, even
when no power is supplied by the subject, the legs can be turned
by the motor. The system can be used for mobile cycling and
can also be mounted on a cycle trainer for indoor exercise and
testing. The cycle trainer utilized in this work2 is equipped with
an electronically-controlled brake which allows different levels
of resistance (load) to be set, and the total output power to be
measured. The experimental results reported in the sequel were
obtained using the cycle trainer setup.
B. Instrumentation
The tricycle is equipped with a 10-b shaft encoder, which is
driven by a short chain attached to a cog wheel fitted to the left
crank [see Fig. 2(a)]. The encoder allows measurement of the
crank angle; the angular speed of the crank (i.e., the cycling

cadence) is obtained by differentiation (with filtering). The tricycle has a throttle fitted to the left hand grip. The throttle can be
used by the cyclist in a number of ways, depending on the control software configuration: it can be used to directly control the
motor input signal; it can alternatively be used in FES cycling to
directly vary the stimulation intensity; or in closed-loop control
configurations it can be used to set the reference values for the
controlled variables (e.g., desired cadence or leg power). The
right crank of the tricycle is replaced by a torque measurement
sensor3 [resolution 2.5%, see Fig. 2(b)]. The sensor operates
on the basis of four strain gauges and this allows the torque produced at the cranks to be measured. The sensor also provides a
measurement of cycling cadence. Thus, instantaneous leg power
input can be computed as the product of instantaneous torque
and angular speed.
The signals measured from the throttle, shaft encoder, torque
sensor, and the motor are interfaced to a data acquisition card
installed in a laptop computer. These signals are processed by
the control software running in the laptop in order to produce
control signals for the stimulation intensity (as described in
the following section) and for the motor. The realtime control
software is implemented in Matlab/Simulink,4 in conjunction
with the Real-Time Toolbox. The sampling frequency for
feedback control was 20 Hz (i.e., sample interval of 50 ms),
which corresponds to the muscle stimulation frequency (see
the following).
C. Stimulation Patterns
The stimulation control software running in the laptop controls
a multichannel stimulator (the stimulator is described in [16]).

1Inspired

3Schoberer

2Tacx,

4The

Cycle Engineering Ltd., http://www.ice.hpv.co.uk/
http://www.tacx.nl/

Rad Messtechnik (SRM), http://www.srm.de/
MathWorks Inc., http://www.mathworks.com/
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D. Gas Exchange Monitoring
Using a portable breath-by-breath system,5 and with the subject breathing through a low deadspace mask, respired O and
CO concentrations and respired volume and flow were monitored continuously by discrete gas analyzers and a turbine, respectively (see Fig. 1). Oxygen uptake VO and related gas
exchange variables were calculated in real-time on a breath-bybreath basis [17]. VO responses for each exercise test were
edited to remove outliers, and then timeaveraged for subsequent
analysis.
(a)

E. Subjects
The control strategies described in the sequel have been tested
in a series of experiments with both intact and paraplegic subjects. Physiological response data are presented for one male
paraplegic subject with a motor-complete spinal cord lesion at
level T8/9. He had previously been participating in a pilot study
of FES cycling for approximately 18 months, with one 1-h cycling session per week (details of the pilot study are given in
Hunt et al. [6]). He was three years post-injury at the start of
the pilot study, at which time he was aged 28 years. All procedures were approved by the Southern General Hospital Ethics
Committee; the subject provided informed consent prior to participation.

(b)
Fig. 3. Stimulation patterns: QL—quadriceps left; QR—quadriceps right;
HL—hamstrings left; HR—hamstrings right; GL—gluteus left; GR—gluteus
right. (a) Static stimulation pattern. (b) Stimulation pattern at 50 r/min.

III. METHODS: FEEDBACK CONTROL STRUCTURES AND
DESIGN APPROACH
A. Integrated Control Strategy

During the experiments reported here, the stimulator operated
at constant frequency (20 Hz). The stimulation current is
adjustable in 10 mA increments up to a maximum of 120
mA. The current for each channel of stimulation was individually
adjusted at the start of each cycling session, and then fixed
for the remainder of the session. The stimulation intensity
can be varied during cycling by adjustment of the pulsewidth
across a range of 0–800 s. The same pulsewidth was applied
to each channel.
Surface electrodes were attached to six muscle groups, i.e.,
the left and right quadriceps, hamstring, and gluteal muscles.
The crank angle measurement was used to switch each muscle
group on and off during each cycle according to a prespecified
pattern. Typical stimulation patterns are shown schematically
in Fig. 3, where the crank angle is denoted as . The arcs
in the diagrams show the angle ranges where each muscle
group is stimulated. The “static” stimulation patterns shown
in Fig. 3(a) were obtained individually for each muscle group
under static conditions (i.e., at fixed points on the cycle) by
manual determination of the positions where significant positive
torque was produced by stimulation of the corresponding muscle
group. In order to compensate for the dynamic response of the
muscle (i.e., the time taken for maximal force to be produced
following onset of stimulation), the stimulation patterns have
to be shifted forward in time as cycle cadence increases. This
is illustrated in Fig. 3(b), where the patterns for a cadence
of 50 r/min are shown. The shift angle is proportional to
cycling cadence.

The motorized and instrumented tricycle can be used for
simultaneous feedback control of cycling cadence and of leg
power output, combined with manual control of total power
output at the drive wheel (by adjusting the drive wheel resistance using the electronic brake). We propose an integrated
control scheme with two independent feedback loops, as
shown in Fig. 4. In the first loop, the electric motor input is
automatically adjusted in such a way that the cycling cadence
(or, equivalently, depending on the gear engaged, the cycle’s
forward speed) is controlled to a reference value by feedback.
This feedback loop has a relatively high bandwidth, and is
designed to compensate for other disturbing influences which
affect the cadence, including muscle weakness and fatigue,
wind resistance, friction, and slope.
The second loop provides feedback control of leg power, as
measured at the cranks. Stimulation intensity (here, pulsewidth)
is automatically adjusted to keep the measured power close to a
reference value, which can be set arbitrarily in the control software.
The net effect of this control scheme is that smooth cycling
motion at constant cadence can always be achieved by the motor
control loop, even if the leg power contribution varies or becomes low as a result of fatigue, or if the total load changes. Effectively, the total mechanical power output of the rider-tricycle
system, which is comprised of the sum of motor power and leg

5MetaMax

3B, Cortex Biophysik GmbH, Germany.
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Fig. 4. Integrated closed-loop control scheme. One loop automatically adjusts
the motor input to keep the cycling cadence close to a reference value set by
the throttle. The second loop automatically adjusts the stimulation pulsewidth
to keep the leg power close to an arbitrary reference value.

power, is automatically varied in order to maintain the instantaneous value of desired cadence. Independently, the muscle stimulation loop attempts to keep the muscles working at an arbitrarily specified workrate, and, thus, it is the motor power which
automatically varies in order to meet the overall total instantaneous power requirements.
Thus, the leg power output, which represents the subject’s
workrate, can be well-controlled to arbitrary values ranging
from zero-stimulation workrate (which is negative—see later
in the paper) up to the level obtained with maximal stimulation
intensity. The level of the desired leg power can, thus, be chosen
to keep the subject’s legs working at an “optimal” operating
condition, or to achieve a prespecified workrate profile for
exercise testing (e.g., step or incremental).
B. System Identification and Feedback Design
For the two control loops, feedback control design is based
upon a two-stage procedure. First, the open-loop dynamics are
identified empirically by applying a test input signal and measuring the resulting output. The input–output dynamics are then
estimated as linear transfer functions using a linear least squares
approach [18]. For the motor control loop, the open-loop input
is the motor input signal, and the output is the cycling cadence
(crank angular speed). For the stimulation loop, the open-loop
input is the stimulation pulsewidth, and the output is the resulting leg power measured at the crank.
In the second stage for each loop, the identified transfer function is used within an analytical (model-based) control design
procedure which delivers the linear transfer function of the corresponding controller. Here, we have employed the pole assignment design procedure [19]. This allows specification of the
nominal (desired) closed-loop risetime and damping for each
loop.
The experimental procedure for identification and control design for each loop consists of the following steps.
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[18]) form is applied in open loop. The PRBS
signal has a specified mean level (usually close to
the midrange of the input signal) and amplitude.
The resulting cadence is measured.
b) Model identification: A linear dynamic (transfer
function) model is fit to the input–output (motor
signal–cadence) data using a least squares criterion.
A range of model orders can be tested and models
compared and validated using a separate data set.
c) Control design: The validated model is used to
design the feedback controller for cadence. Pole
assignment design is employed, with specified
closed-loop risetime and damping.
2) Stimulation Loop: This step is carried out with the subject
on the tricycle, and with the cycle-cadence controller designed in the previous step operational and controlling the
cadence at a constant reference value (typically 50 r/min).
Under these conditions, the following steps are carried
out:
a) Open-loop PRBS test: A muscle stimulation
pulsewidth signal of PRBS form is applied in open
loop. The resulting leg power is measured at the
crank.
b) Model identification: A linear dynamic (transfer
function) model is fit to the input–output
(pulsewidth–leg power) data and validation is
carried out.
c) Control design: The identified model is used to design a feedback controller for leg power. Pole assignment design is also employed for this loop,
with specified closedloop risetime and damping.
Matlab/Simulink has been used for both system identification
(the System Identification Toolbox6 ) and control design (the
Polynomial Toolbox7 ).
C. Closed-Loop Frequency Response
To permit analysis of the frequency-domain properties of the
feedback loops, consider the generic loop structure shown in
Fig. 5. Here, the plant to be controlled is represented by the frequency-dependent transfer function , while the corresponding
dynamic controller is . is the plant input and the output
to be controlled to follow the reference signal . The net effect of disturbances is represented by the signal , while is a
measurement noise. The generic structure is valid for both feedback loops considered in the motor-assisted cycling problem.
For example, for the stimulation loop, is the stimulated musculo-skeletal system of the legs, is the stimulation pulsewidth,
is the resulting leg power, and is the desired reference value
for leg power. represents the net effect of disturbances affecting the leg power output.
The closed-loop equation for the generic loop is

1) Motor Loop: The subject sits normally on the tricycle
with legs attached to the pedal orthoses. No stimulation
is applied in this step.
a) Open-loop pseudo-random binary sequence
(PRBS) test: A motor input signal of PRBS (see

(1)

6The

Mathworks Inc., http://www.mathworks.com/
Ltd., http://www.polyx.com/

7Polyx
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Generic feedback loop.

Defining the sensitivity function as
complementary sensitivity function as
closed-loop equation becomes

and the
, the

(2)
Thus, determines the disturbance rejection properties of the
loop, while defines the reference tracking response and the
effect of measurement noise.
D. Feedback Control Tests
In order to test the efficacy of the integrated feedback-control strategy, three separate feedback-control tests have been defined. During all of these tests, both of the feedback loops are
operational.
1) Test CT: Cadence tracking control. This is a closed-loop
test of cycle cadence tracking. During this test, the legpower reference value is kept constant, but the reference
cadence is subject to step changes.
2) Test PT: Power tracking control. This is a closed-loop test
of tracking of leg power output. The reference signal for
the cycle cadence control loop stays constant, but the leg
power reference changes in steps.
3) Test DR: Disturbance rejection. During this test, the reference values for cycle cadence and leg power are both kept
constant. The resistance acting at the drive wheel is then
varied in order to simulate changes in load and, therefore,
changes in the required total mechanical power output.
The total mechanical output power is measured at the drive
wheel during each of these tests.
E. Exercise Testing
We have carried out two types of standard exercise test (step
and incremental), during which online monitoring of pulmonary
gas exchange is performed on a breath-by-breath basis. To impose the desired workrate forcing function effectively, accurate
feedback control of both cadence and leg power is crucial.
1) Submaximal step test. Here, feedback control of cycle
cadence is operational, with a constant cadence setpoint
throughout. At the start of the test, the legs are turned
by the electric motor, while the muscle stimulation is
zero. Subsequently, the leg power reference (i.e., exercise workrate) is set to 0 W (with stimulation enabled,
and being automatically adjusted by feedback) for a time

sufficient to allow the gas exchange responses to stabilize.
The leg power reference is then set to a constant, submaximal level for the remainder of the test.
2) Incremental test. Again, constant-cadence control is operational during the whole test. In this type of test, the legs
are initially turned by the electric motor, while the muscle
stimulation is zero, for sufficient time to allow the gas exchange responses to stabilise at a new steady state. Then,
with stimulation enabled and under feedback control, the
leg power reference is incremented by a small, arbitrary
amount and held constant at this level for some pre-specified time (i.e., 1 min) before the next increment is imposed. These periodic workrate increments are continued
until the subject’s maximal workrate is reached [9].
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. System Identification
The open-loop identification data and the output of the identified model for the motor-cadence system are shown in Fig. 6.
The total data set is shown in Fig. 6(a), while the zoomed plot
of Fig. 6(b) focuses on part of the data used for model validation, thus allowing the model-simulated output to be compared
with the measured output. The normalized motor input signal
has a PRBS form, and is shown in the lower part of the graphs.
The measured cycle cadence, induced by the PRBS input, is the
solid line in the upper part of the graphs. The high-frequency
ripple in the measured output is caused by the weight of the
legs during each cycle (the frequency of the ripple is the same
as the cycling cadence). These input–output data were used to
identify linear models, and it was found that a second-order
linear transfer function was sufficient for good approximation.
The second-order model was simulated with the PRBS input
which was applied to the physical system, using a short sequence from the overall data set—the simulated output is plotted
as the dashed line in the upper graphs of Fig. 6 [best seen in
the zoomed plot of Fig. 6(b)]. It is seen that the model captures
the dominant dynamic response of the motor loop. For the purposes of control design, it is unnecessary for the model to capture the high-frequency gravitational effects of the legs acting
on the pedals, since it is not desirable for the controller to try
and counteract these effects. The identified model was used to
compute a feedback controller for cycle cadence, as described
previously.
Identification results for the stimulation–leg power system
are shown in Fig. 7. Here, the input signal (pulsewidth) has a
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(b)

Fig. 6. Identification of motor input–cadence system. The normalized motor input signal is shown in the lower graphs. The upper graphs show the corresponding
cycle cadence (solid line). The dashed line in the upper graphs is the output of the identified model. (a) Total data set. (b) Zoom into part of data set used to illustrate
and compare simulated model output with measured signal (validation).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Identification of stimulation–leg power system. The pulsewidth input signal is shown in the lower graphs (PRBS signal). The upper graphs show the
corresponding leg power (solid line). The dashed line in the upper graphs is the output of the identified model. (a) Total data set. (b) Zoom into part of data set used
to illustrate and compare simulated model output with measured signal (validation).

PRBS form and is shown in the lower part of the graphs. The corresponding measured leg power output is shown as the solid line
in the upper part of the figure. During the test, the cadence was
automatically controlled to 50 r/min. A first-order model was
found to be sufficiently accurate. The simulated model output,
corresponding to the PRBS input signal, is the dashed line in
the upper plots of Fig. 7. Again, the high-frequency ripple at 50
r/min is not relevant for modeling and control design. The model
was used to design a feedback controller for leg power.
B. Control Design
The key closed-loop transfer functions for the motor loop and
and
the stimulation loop are shown in Fig. 8. The plots of
show that the gravitational leg ripple has a frequency well
r/min
s
outside the bandwidth of both loops [it is

min
Hz, or 5.2 rad/s]. This means that the ripple
will not affect the control signal, i.e., that neither controller atat this fretempts to attenuate this disturbance (since
quency for both controllers).
C. Feedback Control Tests
The results of feedback control tests CT, PT, and DR are
shown in Figs. 9–11. The convention adopted in these figures
is that all of the upper plots show the controlled variable (i.e.,
cadence or leg power), plotted as a solid line. Also shown in
each of the upper plots is the reference signal for the corresponding variable, which is plotted as a dotted line. Since the
feedback control target is always to make the controlled variable follow the reference, it frequently happens that the reference signal plot is obscured by the controlled variable, particu-
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. Magnitude of closed loop sensitivity functions (see text). (a) Motor
loop. (b) Stimulation loop.

larly during periods where the reference is held constant for a
time. The upper graphs also contain the “ideal response” of the
controlled variable, i.e., the response achieved when the given
controller is simulated with the nominal plant model. The ideal
response is plotted as a dashed line, which again is sometimes
obscured by the controlled variable line.
The lower plots in Figs. 9–11 all show the appropriate control
input for the given test (i.e., for cadence control it is the motor
input signal, while for leg power control it is the stimulation
pulsewidth).
Cadence Tracking Control (Test CT): The results of Test CT
are shown in Fig. 9. During this test, the cadence reference is
changed in a step-wise fashion, while the reference signal for
the leg power is kept constant. The controlled cadence (solid
line) and reference signal (dotted line) are shown in the upper
part of Fig. 9(a), and the corresponding motor input signal can
be seen in the lower plot. The dashed line in the upper plot is
the ideal cadence response, i.e., the response achieved when the
cadence controller is simulated with the nominal plant model. It

can be seen that accurate and fast cadence tracking is achieved
by the feedback controller. As discussed previously, the highfrequency cadence ripple is not attenuated by the controller, and
has only a small effect on the motor input.
The corresponding response of the stimulation—leg power
loop during Test CT is shown in Fig. 9(b). The reference signal
for leg power is constant at 10 W. The upper part of Fig. 9(b)
shows the controlled leg power (solid line), the reference power
(dotted line, 10-W constant), and the ideal controlled power response (dashed line). During the first 10 s only of this test the
legs were assisted manually by an experimenter, resulting in the
large initial value of leg power ( 20 W) seen in the plot. The
corresponding stimulation pulsewidth is plotted in the lower part
of Fig. 9(b). It can be seen that, following the initial transient,
the power controller keeps the leg power close to the desired
value, despite the disturbances which are introduced as a result
of changes in the cycling cadence. The stimulation pulsewidth
is seen to be smooth throughout.
Power Tracking Control (Test PT): The results of Test PT
are shown in Fig. 10. During this test the reference signal for
leg power is changed in steps, while the cadence reference is
constant. The upper plot in Fig. 10(b) shows the reference leg
power (dotted line) and the measured leg power (solid line), together with the ideal (simulated) power response (dashed line,
obtained using the controller and identified model). As in Test
CT, the experimenter manually applied a positive torque to the
legs during the first few seconds of the test, resulting in the large
initial value of leg power ( 20 W) seen in the plot. The corresponding stimulation pulsewidth is shown in the lower part of
the figure.
The response of the motor signal–cadence control loop during
this test is shown in Fig. 10(a). The upper part of the figure
shows the reference cadence (dotted line, constant 50 r/min), the
measured cadence (solid line), and the ideal cadence response
(dashed line). The corresponding motor input signal is shown in
the lower part of Fig. 10(a).
Disturbance Rejection (Test DR): The results of a disturbance rejection test are shown in Fig. 11. During the test, the
reference values for both the cadence and for the leg power are
kept constant. The resistance on the cycle trainer is then repeatedly varied between its minimum and maximum values. Since
the cycling cadence is kept approximately constant during this
test, the effect of varying the resistance is to vary the total power
output at the drive wheel: minimum resistance corresponds in
this test to a total power of 15 W, while maximum resistance
resulted in a total output power of 49 W.
The controlled cadence (solid line) and reference signal
(dotted line) are shown in the upper part of Fig. 11(a), and the
corresponding motor input signal can be seen in the lower plot.
The dashed line in the upper plot is the ideal cadence response.
The response of the stimulation–leg power loop during Test DR
is shown in Fig. 11(b). The upper part of Fig. 11(b) shows the
controlled leg power (solid line), the reference power (dotted
line), and the ideal controlled power response (dashed line).
The corresponding stimulation pulsewidth is plotted in the
lower part of Fig. 11(b).
It can be seen that the motor input, which is continually adjusted by feedback, undergoes larger changes every 20 s as the
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(a)
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(b)

Fig. 9. Test CT. (a) Motor loop response. The upper graph shows the reference cadence (dotted line), the measured cadence (solid line), and the ideal cadence
response (dashed line). The lower plot shows the motor input signal. (b) Stimulation loop response. The upper graph shows the controlled leg power (solid line),
and the ideal power response (dashed line). The reference leg power is constant at 10 W (dotted line). The lower plot shows the stimulation pulsewidth.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Test PT. (a) Motor loop response. The upper graph shows the reference cadence (dotted line, constant at 50 r/min), the measured cadence (solid line), and
the ideal cadence response (dashed line). The lower plot shows the motor input signal. (b) Stimulation loop response. The upper graph shows the reference signal
for leg power (dotted line), the controlled leg power (solid line), and the ideal power response (dashed line). The lower plot shows the stimulation pulsewidth.

load (trainer resistance) is changed between its minimum and
maximum values. Despite these load changes, both cadence and
leg power output are maintained close to their desired, constant
values.
D. Exercise Tests With Pulmonary Gas Exchange Monitoring
1) Submaximal Step Test: The results of a submaximal step
exercise test, with simultaneous feedback control of cycling cadence and leg power, are shown in Fig. 12. This test was carried
out at a controlled cadence of 50 r/min, as indicated in the top
graph in the figure.
During the first 4 min of the test, the legs were turned at
this cadence, but without stimulation (zero pulsewidth). This
was achieved by setting the power reference to a value lower
than the “retarding torque” observed without stimulation. For

the next 6 min (240–600 s), the leg power reference was set to
zero (see the “power” plot in the upper graph—here, both reference power [dotted line] and measured power [solid line] are
240 s the feedshown together, and labeled “power”—for
back control is sufficiently accurate that these two lines coincide). The average stimulation pulsewidth during this phase was
just over 100 s, as shown in the middle graph of Fig. 12. Stimulation is necessary even for zero leg power output, since energy
input is required to overcome the inertial moment of the legs.
At
s, the leg power reference was then set to the submaximal level of 12 W. As seen in the upper graph, this power
output was achieved quickly and then accurately maintained by
feedback for the remainder of the test. It is noted that, in order
to maintain the constant workrate of 12 W, the feedback control requires to continuously increase the stimulation pulsewidth
(middle graph). This is a consequence of muscle fatigue.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Test DR. (a) Motor loop response. The upper graph shows the reference cadence (dotted line, constant at 50 rpm), the measured cadence (solid line), and
the ideal cadence response (dashed line). The lower plot shows the motor input signal; (b) Stimulation loop response. The upper graph shows the reference signal
for leg power (dotted line), the controlled leg power (solid line), and the ideal power response (dashed line). The lower plot shows the stimulation pulsewidth.

Fig. 12. Responses to submaximal step exercise test. Solid line in lower graph
_
“phase II” response.
is best-fit exponential VO

Fig. 13. Responses to a maximum incremental exercise test. Solid line in lower
_
graph is the best-fit to the linear phase of the VO
response.

The corresponding oxygen uptake response (VO , in
) is shown in the lower graph in Fig. 12. The VO
l
response was well described by an exponential function,
constrained to fit the predominant “phase II” component of the
response (i.e., by excluding the initial 15–20 s following the
workrate increase when gas exchange is determined by any
associated increase in cardiac output [20])

of cycling cadence and leg power was utilized, at a controlled
cadence of 50 r/min (Fig. 13, upper graph). During the first
4 min, the legs were turned at this cadence, but without
stimulation. This was achieved by setting the power reference
to a value lower than the “retarding torque” observed without
stimulation. Subsequently, the power reference was increased
in steps of 2 W each minute. Note that the “power” plot in
Fig. 13 shows both the reference power (dotted line) and the
measured leg power (solid line)—the power controller is sufficiently accurate that these two signals are indistinguishable,
240 s. Power increments were increased until the
for
stimulation pulsewidth reached a prespecified limit of 600 s
s), at which point
(Fig. 13, middle graph, truncated at
no further increase in power output is possible, and the test
was, therefore, discontinued.
Following the imposition of the stimulation at 240 s, VO (in
, Fig. 13, lower graph) increased linearly with time and

VO

VO

VO

(3)

where VO is the magnitude of the steady-state increase in
VO resulting from the step increase in workrate, is the time
constant and is a delay term reflective of (but not equal to) the
phase I–phase II transition time. VO was
ml
,
while was 110 s.
2) Incremental Exercise Test: Incremental exercise test
results are shown in Fig. 13. Simultaneous feedback control
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therefore workrate, after an initial “kinetic” phase that reflects
both the vascular transit delay between the exercising limbs
and the lungs and the system response kinetics; i.e. the laggedlinear behavior expected of a first-order system [21]. This response resembles those described for volitional ramp cycle ergometry in healthy subjects [21], but with a substantially steeper
workrate of
ml
W . We
ramp slope VO
elected not to report a mean response time, however, as its computation requires knowledge of the corresponding steady-state
VO -workrate relationship [21] which, at this point, we have
not yet formally defined.

V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The results of this investigation demonstrate that accurate
feedback control of cycling cadence and exercise workrate can
be achieved simultaneously. Both loops give good responses to
changes in their reference values, and both loops are able to
maintain their reference values while significant load changes
take place. Results of feedback control of workrate during exercise tests show that the subject’s leg power output (workrate)
can be controlled to an arbitrary reference value, and workrate
increments can be arbitrarily small. Thus, our control approach
significantly extends the functional workrate range for FES cycling exercise, because the exercise baseline is the workrate corresponding to zero stimulation input (in the tests shown, the
workrate baseline is approximately 9 W), rather than a 0-W
baseline (which requires a stimulation input sufficient to fully
rotate the mass of the legs). In our approach, the stimulation can
be gradually increased from 0 s such that the exercise workrate
begins at around 9 W and then increases gradually toward 0
W and beyond. During the “negative workrate” phase, the subject’s legs are not contributing to the total mechanical work done
against the load but, as stimulation increases the workrate toward 0 W, the muscles perform an increasing amount of work
to move the legs, thus decreasing the level of work done by the
electric motor to move the legs. When the workrate rises above
0 W, the legs begin to contribute to the total work done against
the load.
It was of interest that (in this subject, at least) the corresponding VO response kinetics to both the step and the incremental FES forcings appeared to be well described as linear and
first-order (i.e., meeting the criterion of superposition). This is
consistent with earlier descriptions for volitional cycle ergometry in healthy subjects [22]. However, the VO kinetics were
substantially slower than normal, consistent with the poor conditioning and muscle atrophy typical of the SCI population [23],
[24]. In addition, the high O cost of both the step and incremental exercise is consistent with earlier reports in SCI subjects
undergoing FES (e.g., [25]), being over two-fold higher than
reported for volitional cycle ergometry [9]. The causes of this
are presently uncertain, but are consistent with a preferential involvement of aerobically-inefficient fast-twitch muscle fibers in
the exercise [26]. Moreover, during FES cycling, only a subset
of the muscle groups utilized in voluntary cycling are stimulated, and in a manner which is necessarily suboptimal with respect to natural patterns of recruitment.
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The disturbance test involves large changes in total power
output. These changes simulate typical changes in load which
would occur during mobile cycling, as a result of external influences such as slope or wind disturbances. The good control
which is maintained during the disturbance test illustrates the
utility of the control approach for recreational cycling. However, the results here are obtained with the tricycle on a trainer,
where the subject’s total body mass and dynamic inertia have
little effect on the plant dynamics (on the trainer, only the legs
are involved). During mobile cycling the total body inertia will
dominate—thus, we would expect to see significantly different
motor-cadence dynamics in this situation. Although the overall
design methodology would be the same, the possible effects on
performance must be investigated in future work.
We suggest that electric motor assist could also be highly
useful during the initial training phase for new cyclists. In the
initial stages of a cycle training program, a subject can typically
cycle for only a very short time, with tolerance having to be built
up gradually over a period of time. With motor assist, on the
other hand, the legs can be cycled for arbitrarily long periods
of time, and, therefore, the legs can be stimulated and trained
during actual FES cycling for longer periods (at an appropriate
level of stimulation, to ensure that over-stimulation and subsequent damage to muscle fibers does not occur). This may prove
to be a much more effective training protocol.
Finally, we note that the identification and control design
approaches utilized here are straightforward, rely on standard
methods, and can be quickly implemented. During the feedback control tests the complete system identification and control design procedures were carried out at the start of each experimental session. However, we have since determined that a
single, fixed-parameter linear controller (obtained during identification and control design in some session on some day) will
give satisfactory performance on subsequent sessions on different days over a considerable time period and, indeed, for different subjects. In this respect, we note that new system identification experiments were not performed on the days on which
the exercise tests reported above were carried out; predesigned
controllers from previous control-testing sessions were used.
The stimulation power control loop nevertheless performed well
(Figs. 12 and 13), indicating an underlying robustness of the
control designs. Thus, it is not necessary to carry out new identification and control tests at each cycling session.

VI. CONCLUSION
The integrated control strategy is effective in facilitating FES
exercise testing under conditions of well-controlled cadence
and power output. Our control approach significantly extends
both the range and the exercise-test sensitivity for FES cycling
and should, thus, allow more stringent characterization of
physiological response profiles and, therefore, estimation of
key parameters of aerobic function (such as peak oxygen
uptake, the lactate threshold, work efficiency, and the VO
time constant). This represents a substantial advance in the SCI
population where the maximal exercise workrate is typically
substantially compromised.
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We further conclude that the addition of electric motor assist,
with an integrated feedback control strategy, can significantly
improve the overall performance of mobile recreational cycling.
It can compensate for external disturbances (including slope,
wind resistance and loss of muscle power), and it can greatly increase the overall power output, thereby significantly extending
the range of operation.
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